[Concept of treatment of metastatic breast cancer outside university clinics: description of the method and evaluation of efficacy].
It has been recognized during the past decade that it may be advantageous to develop complex strategies for treatment of metastatic breast cancer (MBC). In these strategies the type and efficacy of preceding therapies and the compliance of the patients have to be considered. Since about 80% of all patients with MBC are treated outside university hospitals it should be tested if a complex strategy for treatment of MBC can be realized in these institutions. The method was based on three principles: There was an exchange of data between participating institutions and study center after each visit of a patient. Second, there was one data sheet for admission of a patient to the study and fifteen sheets for follow-up documentation each with a different bottom line; in the bottom line of these sheets two therapies according to the strategy were proposed, one in case of 'no progression' and another in case of 'progression' of the disease. Third, a copy of completed sheets had to be returned to the study center; the study center provided the next sheet with the appropriate treatment recommendation. 335 evaluable patients were prospectively recruited from 27 participating institutions between January 1983 and December 1985. Based on the estimated incidence of MBC in the region, it was calculated that 45% of all MBC patients of the region had been admitted to the study. Only 27% of these patients were treated at the university hospital indicating that 85% of all MBC patients of the region were treated outside university hospitals.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)